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The 6 May London mayoral election

gives Tube workers an unusual

opportunity: to elect our boss.

Although the mayor isn’t our direct
employer, the mayor does chair the
TfL Board, which is the highest
decision-making body in the company.
The mayor’s office has considerable
direct power over transport policy and
governance, and the TfL
commissioner reports directly to the
mayor.

The incumbent mayor, Sadiq Khan,
has a poor record. He has overseen
job cuts programmes such as
“Transformation”, and, prior to the
current pandemic, mounted no
resistance whatsoever to the Tory
government’s abolition of TfL’s central
government subsidy. Under Khan’s
mayoralty, work such as cleaning,
catering, security, track protection
work, and more, has remained
outsourced (i.e., privatised).

Khan did push back during the
pandemic, and has been the focus of
a ludicrous Tory campaign blaming
him for “bankrupting” TfL. But
emergency funding arrangements
have committed TfL to return to being
“self-financing” by 2023, and although
a financial review commissioned by
Khan makes arguments for alternative
funding models, it also explicitly

highlights our pensions as an area
where bosses should look to make
savings.

So, who should Tube workers vote
for on 6 May? Workers’ Liberty, the
socialist group which publishes
Tubeworker, supports a Labour vote.
Khan is clearly preferable to his
nearest challenger - the car-crash
Tory campaign of Shaun Bailey. But
the reason we are voting Labour is
not because we are supporters of
Khan, and still less of Labour’s
national leadership under Keir
Starmer. Rather, we support voting
Labour because the party’s structural
links to unions give organised workers
a channel to exert direct pressure on
Labour authorities. Three of the four
unions organising on LU are affiliated
to Labour. Sadly, that affiliation is
rarely used in the insurgent,
oppositional way it could be. 

POTENTIAL

But with Labour in office, the

potential for such direct pressure is

much greater.

Among others involved in
Tubeworker there is a variety of views
about voting Labour in these
elections, but we would all prefer a
Labour victory to a Tory one.

Notwithstanding these differences,
it’s clear to all of us that barring an
unprecedented political upset, Khan
will be returned as mayor on 6 May.

That means, whether we vote for
him or not, we should organise to
maximise the pressure on him around
our demands.

On outsourcing, Khan’s manifesto
goes further than previously towards
indicating the in-housing of services.
Khan says he’ll “look, when
opportunities arise, to bring services

back in house.” He also says he’ll
“instruct TfL to review its cleaning
contract with ABM, including an
assessment of extending the free
travel cleaners receive whilst at work
to their journeys to and from work.”

This is unquestionably the result of
pressure cleaners in the RMT and
their supporters have applied. That
pressure now needs to be stepped
up.

“Exploring” the in-housing of
services, “looking to” bring them back
in house, and merely “assessing” the
extension of travel passes to cleaners
isn’t enough. TfL could easily collude
with outsourced companies to say
they’ve carried out the mayor’s
instructions to “explore”, “look into”,
and “assess”... and decide it’s best to
leave everything the way it is!

We need a firm guarantee that
cleaning will be taken in house, and
staff travel passes extended to
cleaners - not just for journeys to and
from work, but the full staff travel
pass, plus additional nominee pass,
currently accessible to directly-
employed staff. Other outsourced
work should also be brought back in
house.

If Khan wants the votes of transport
workers, he should make clear
commitments to bring outsourced
work in house, not to make cuts to
jobs, services, or workers’ conditions
(including pension arrangements), and
to expand the TfL pension scheme to
all TfL workers.

Vague half-promises aren’t

enough, we want firm guarantees of

action. And we’ll organise to secure

them: we need protests, and,

ultimately, industrial action by both

outsourced and directly-employed

workers to press these demands.

Bring cleaning in house, 
commit to no cuts

Demand more from Khan:



RUSH TO RESOLVE
Management want station staff to

resolve passengers' journeys on

POMs from 16 May.

This was suspended at the start
of the pandemic, to minimise close
contact between staff and
passengers. So, why resume it so
soon? On 16 May, plenty of
lockdown restrictions will still be in
place. How is it safe for us to get up
close and personal with
passengers?

Despite always claiming to
prioritise safety over revenue, with
this hasty move, management is in
practice doing the exact opposite.

Fortunately, a swift union
response pushed management
back. We must remain watchful for
other attempts to compromise our
safety.

BAKERLOO DRIVERS
VOTE FOR STRIKES
RMT drivers at Queen's Park depot

have voted by a 99% majority for

strikes to stop job cuts, after an

active campaign to get the vote

out.

LU bosses want to cut the
workforce by around 10%. RMT
reps have already won a guarantee
that no driver will be displaced. The
union is rightly fighting over the
principle of the cuts themselves. A
reduction in the staffing level will
make things harder for the
remaining staff, and delete positions
that could be taken up by other
drivers wanting to move to Queen's
Park. It also means there'll be fewer
driver positions overall, making
promotion from other functions
harder.

RMT must use its ballot mandate
and call action.

DEFEND NIGHT TUBE
DUTIES
Night Tube will remain suspended

until 2022.

Both Aslef and RMT have argued
that NT drivers should be allowed to
go full time, rather than the
punishing secondments many have
been taking up, with two night shifts
plus three other shifts, with little
option what those shifts will be. 

Management want to merge NT
duties into the full-time roster, with
cash incentives offered to work
them. Aslef have accepted this in
principle and informed their
members. RMT has opposed the
imposition of NT shifts on full-time
drivers. A unilateral move to make
all existing NT drivers full-time will
close down the promotional route
from stations to trains for some
years to come. And for NT station
staff, it will close down one of their
only available promotional routes
forever.

There is a real danger in
accepting managements proposal.
NT duties should be maintained for
those who still wish to work those
hours, and alternative duties found
for those that do not. 

If bosses impose their plan on
trains, they will undoubtedly seek to
incorporate NT duties into full-time
CSA and CSS rosters on stations.

KEEP COVID ROSTERS
Management wants to revoke our

Covid working arrangements on

stations from 17 May, the next

phase of lockdown-easing. We

must resist this.

We need sufficient staff on
stations to operate them safely. But
as long as we can do that with
reduced-hours arrangements in
place, we should continue to, for at
least as long as public health
guidance is to keep some lockdown
restrictions in place. Keeping
workers in work longer than
necessary, and having an excessive
staffing surplus, puts workers at
unnecessary risk.

If public health guidance is that all
restrictions can be removed as
planned from 21 June, that’s a far
more logical point to move back to
full-time working than 17 May. 

Our principle should be to fight for
the maximum degree of workers'
control, so workers decide when
and how to change our
arrangements, with elected union
representatives overseeing any
changes. 

What we can't have is changes

being imposed unilaterally by

management.

CENTRAL LINE
DRIVERS TO STRIKE
TO DEMAND
REINSTATEMENT FOR
SACKED REP

Central Line

drivers will strike

from 21:00 on 5

May to 20:59 on 6

May, as the

campaign to win

reinstatement for unjustly

sacked RMT rep Gary Carney

steps up.

Gary was sacked for
allegedly “avoiding” a Drugs
and Alcohol test, despite
having booked off sick before
he was even informed about
the test.

London Underground
accepts Gary was legitimately
sick and that he followed the
correct procedure to book off.
Gary took a D&A test upon his
return to work and passed.
Strong action on 5-6 May will
show London Underground
that Gary’s workmates won’t
allow this injustice to go
unchallenged.

If Gary is not reinstated, the

action will need to spread.
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